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EXPERT COMMENT:  To reduce stress
and anxiety, write your happy thoughts
down

Associate Professor of Psychology, Michael Smith, discusses how to reduce
stress and anxiety for The Conversation.

Writing about positive emotions may help to reduce stress and anxiety,
according to our new study, published in the British Journal of Health
Psychology.

https://www.northumbria.ac.uk/about-us/our-staff/s/michael-smith/
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1111/bjhp.12320


Earlier research has also found that writing about negative emotions –
getting things “off your chest” – can improve your mental health. And it
seems to benefit physical health, too.

Stress affects your physical health, so it is thought that improvements in
mental well-being might stop people becoming physically unwell. Research
has shown that writing about negative emotions can lead to fewer visits to
the doctor, fewer self-reported symptoms of ill health, and less time off work
due to ill health.

Not many studies have investigated writing about positive emotions, but if
writing about negative emotions helps people deal with their negative
thoughts and feelings, then it’s possible that focusing on positive emotions
might have a positive effect on people’s mental health.

Earlier research has shown that writing about positive experiences for 20
minutes a day, for three consecutive days, improved people’s mood and led to
fewer visits to the doctor. Even writing for as little as two minutes a day
about a positive experience has been shown to reduce the number of health
complaints that people report.

While earlier studies showed that writing about positive experiences can
improve your mood, we didn’t know what effect it might have on stress and
anxiety.

Twenty minutes a day
For our study, we investigated whether writing about a positive experience –
which could include anything from being moved by a good book, painting or
piece of music, to falling in love – could reduce stress, anxiety and common
health complaints, such as a headache, back pain or coughs and colds. We
also wanted to know if it would be helpful for all people, regardless of their
level of distress.

http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1467-9280.1997.tb00403.x
http://psycnet.apa.org/buy/1988-27259-001
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0092656603000588
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1348/135910707X250910


Writing about falling in love could be good for your mental health. Look
Studio/Shutterstock.com

We recruited 71 healthy participants, aged 19 to 77, and randomly allocated
them to one of two groups. We asked one group (37 participants) to write
about the most wonderful experiences of their life for 20 minutes a day, for
three consecutive days, and we asked the other group (34 participants) to
write about a neutral topic, such as their plans for the rest of the day, over
the same time frame.

We measured levels of anxiety, as reported by the participants, immediately
before and after they completed their writing task. We found a significantly
greater decrease in anxiety for those people who wrote about positive
experiences, compared with those who wrote about neutral topics.

The participants also reported their levels of stress, anxiety and physical
health complaints four weeks after they completed the writing tasks. Stress
and anxiety decreased to a significantly greater extent for those who wrote
about positive experiences after four weeks, compared with the levels
reported before they completed the writing tasks. However, writing didn’t
improve participants’ physical health problems.
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We also found that writing about happy moments was effective, regardless of
the levels of distress that people reported at the start of the study.

Because we excluded people with a diagnosed psychological condition, we
can’t be sure that this technique would work in a clinical setting. It’s also
important to note that in order for them to engage with the task, it wasn’t
possible to blind participants to the treatment. Another limitation of our
study was that we relied on self-report questionnaires, rather than using
objective measures of mental and physical health.

Of course, emotional writing may not be for everyone. Personality traits,
problems expressing emotions or a disinterest in writing might mean that for
some people there are better ways to tackle negative emotions.

An advantage of writing about positive emotions to tackle stress and anxiety
is its simplicity. Unlike many other strategies for improving psychological
well-being, this task needs no training or time spent with a therapist. People
can do it at a time and place that is convenient for them – and it’s free.

This article was originally published on The Conversation. You can read the
original article here.
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